Abstract-The fundamental idea of this work is to synthesize reactive controllers such that closed-loop execution trajectories of the system satisfies desired specifications that ensure correct system behaviors, while optimizing a desired performance criteria. We define the correctness of a system's behavior according to the system's relation to the environment, for example, the output trajectories of the system terminate in a goal set without entering an unsafe set. Using Metric Temporal Logic (MTL) specifications we can capture complex system behaviors and timing requirements, such as the output trajectories must pass through a number of way-points within a certain time frame before terminating in the goal set. Given a Mixed Logical Dynamical (MLD) system and system specifications in terms of MTL formula or simpler reach-avoid specifications, our goal is to find a closed-loop trajectory that satisfies the specifications, in non-deterministic environments. Using an MILP framework we search over the space of input signals to obtain such valid trajectories of the system, by adding constraints to satisfy the MTL formula only when necessary, to avoid the exponential complexity of solving MILP problems. We also present experimental results for planning a path in real-time for a mobile robot through a dynamically changing environment with a desired task specification.
I. INTRODUCTION
At a high level, we synthesize a controller, by optimizing a desired cost function, such that the system output satisfies some given requirements, such as eventually terminating at some desired safe conditions while avoiding some unsafe behaviors. In recent years, a lot of attention has been given to temporal logic constraints, which have been used extensively for expressing reach-avoid specifications, safety requirements, and sequencing of tasks to be performed. These allow the designer to specify time-dependent constraints. For example, we may require that some property will eventually hold, or that some property holds until some other property is true.
A common approach to synthesize controllers to satisfy Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) properties is to create a finite abstraction model of the dynamical system which can be then used to synthesize controllers using an automata-based approach [1] , [2] , [3] . This approach, however, results in high computational complexity due to quantization of the finite abstraction model and the size of the automaton may also be exponential in the length of the specification. In [4] the authors focus on coarse abstractions of the state-space Both the authors are with the Department of Electrical, Computer, and Systems Engineering, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY 12180, Email: sahas3,julia2@rpi.edu.
to alleviate the increasing complexity problems as statespace dimension increases and also synthesize controllers for satisfying reactive tasks. A fine abstraction model for systems with complex dynamics is presented in [5] to synthesize reactive controllers by planning paths for a finite horizon, at the cost of completeness of the approach. Path planning using iterative sampling-based approach, while optimizing a certain cost and guaranteeing temporal logic specifications are presented in [6] , [7] . Recently, researchers have been using mixed integer-linear programming to solve an optimal control problem by encoding LTL specifications [8] , [9] , [10] , Metric Temporal Logic (MTL) specifications [11] , and Signal Temporal Logic (STL) specifications [12] as mixed integer-linear constraints on the optimization variables. Reactive controller synthesis satisfying temporal logic specifications using receding horizon control has been considered in [13] , [14] , [15] .
In this paper (see [16] for an extended version) we consider MTL specifications, which augment the temporal operators with a metric interval or time bounds over which the operator is required to hold [17] , [18] , [19] . We consider the task of determining an input signal for a Mixed Logical Dynamical (MLD) system such that the system's output satisfies a given MTL specification. We address this problem by casting it as a Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP). This concept has been previously applied by [12] , [15] by encoding an STL specification φ in terms of an MILP, where a variable is associated with each time step and predicate, indicating the degree by which that predicate is satisfied by the associated output trajectory point of the system. The temporal operators and logical operators in the given specification are then broken down into a set of boolean operators, each of which are assigned a boolean variable along with a set of constraints that guarantee the variable is true when the boolean operator is satisfied, and the boolean variable is false when the operator is not satisfied. In all, this formulation introduces O(N · |φ|) boolean variables and constraints, where |φ| denotes the number of operators in the STL specification and N is the horizon length over which the input signal is to be determined. We expect that linearly increasing the length of the trajectory or length of the STL specification will cause the time-complexity to grow exponentially since solving a MILP is exponential in the number of binary decision variables in the worst-case scenario [20] . This can quickly render the MILP intractable even for relatively small problems. This paper is motivated to circumvent this issue, such that the controller synthesis problem can be solved in real-time and can be applied in practical applications of robot motion path planning with temporal specifications. We propose a method whereby we dynamically identify the critical time-points over the simulation horizon, where the system trajectory violates the given MTL specifications most and introduce boolean variables and constraints only for those critical time-points iteratively and resolve the problem till the system trajectory satisfies the specification. This leads to a much smaller MILP problem to be solved leading to a significant reduction in the time required to generate the input signal. This approach is very closely related to the formulation presented in [21] for generating trajectories to avoid obstacles. We show the effectiveness of our algorithm by running experiments on a m3pi robot to plan a trajectory through a dynamically changing environment in real-time, so as to not hit any obstacles and reach a desired location within a given time limit.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We consider discrete-time systems of the form
where, x k ∈ X ⊆ R nc × {0, 1} n l are the continuous and binary/logical states, and u k ∈ U ⊆ R mc × {0, 1} m l are the continuous and binary/logical control inputs at the time indices k = 0, 1, . . .. We denote the system trajectory at time index k under the control input
This system model provides a set of constraints for the optimization procedure, such that at any time index k the resulting trajectory x(u k ) satisfies the system dynamics given in (1). These constraints can be easily formulated in terms of mixed integer-linear program if the system under consideration belongs to the class of mixed-logical dynamical systems [22] , that includes linear hybrid systems, constrained or unconstrained linear systems, piece-wise affine systems. Differentially flat and feedback linearizable systems [23] , [24] can also be considered if the temporal logic specifications are in terms of the flat and observable outputs respectively.
An MTL formula is a formal language, that can be used to express desired properties that a system must satisfy with certain timing requirements. We consider the temporal operators eventually (♦ [I] ), always ( [I] ) and until (U [I] ), and logical operators, such as, conjunction (∧), disjunction (∨), negation (¬), and implication (→), that can be used to combine atomic propositions to form the MTL formula. We associate a set O(p) ⊆ X with each atomic proposition p, such that p is true at time index k if and only if x k ∈ O(p). Definition 1. We define a system trajectory that satisfies the dynamics given in (1) to be an (in)feasible trajectory if it (falsifies)satisfies the given MTL specification.
The robustness measure, ρ φ of a system trajectory defines how robustly a system trajectory satisfies or falsifies the given MTL specification. The measure takes positive values if the trajectory satisfies the specification, and negative values otherwise. Intuitively, the robustness degree of an (in)feasible trajectory x(u k ) is the largest distance that we can independently perturb the points along the trajectory and maintain (in)feasibility.
This concept is demonstrated in Fig. 1 . In this figure we consider the MTL specification
which states that between times t 0 and t 2 the trajectory should avoid the set B and at time T the trajectory is in set A. Two trajectories are shown:
Note that the trajectory x(u k 1 ) has a large negative robustness, denoted by ρ 1 φ and determined by the distance between the trajectory at time t 0 , i.e., x kt 0 (k t represents the time index corresponding to the time t), and the boundary of the predicate B. We call this time t 0 the critical time and the predicate B the critical predicate. By moving the critical point x kt 0 on the trajectory by any amount greater than this distance, we can push it outside of B to try to satisfy the specification. Analogously, trajectory x(u k 2 ) has a smaller positive robustness, denoted by ρ 2 φ and determined by the distance between the trajectory at time t 1 and the boundary of the predicate B. This is because the trajectory at t 1 is closest to falsifying the specification, and would need to be moved by at least this amount in order to do so.
The tool TaLiRo [25] can be used to calculate the robustness, critical time, and critical predicate for a trajectory and MTL specification. The latter two values will be used to determine which constraints to add at each iteration of our method, presented in Section III.
Finally, we assume that the set O(p) associated with each predicate p is polyhedral, defined by f faces. In this case, we can represent the set of points in the set uniquely by
with rows of A normalized to unit vectors. Further, we assume the MTL formula is expressed in negation normal form, which requires that the formula be transformed such that all negations, ¬, only appear immediately before a predicate. In order to obtain a trajectory with a desired robustness measure denoted by ρ d φ , we resize the predicate sets byÕ(p) = {x | Ax ≤b,b = b ± ρ d φ )}. In short, if the predicate p is such that it is a safe (unsafe) predicate, or in other words, the system can (never) visit the predicate, we shrink (bloat) the size of the predicate. Identifying the safe and unsafe predicates can be done easily by parsing through the given MTL specification and marking the predicates with a negation (¬) in front of them to be unsafe and the rest to be safe predicates. Now, if we require predicate p to be true at time index k (safe predicate), that is, the trajectory at time index k has to be inÕ(p), then we can represent this via the constraints Ax k ≤b.
This requires the trajectory point x k to lie in the intersection of all of the half-spaces of the faces of the predicate set O(p), which by definition is polyhedron. if critical predicate is a safe predicate then 6: MILP-cur := MILP-cur with constraints in (2) 7:
MILP-cur := MILP-cur with constraints in (3) 9:
end if 10: Resolve MILP-cur. If infeasible return no trajectory exists, otherwise rerun TaLiRo. 11: end while 12: Return u N Conversely, if we require predicate p to be false at time index k (unsafe predicate), that is, the trajectory at time k is not inÕ(p), then we can represent this via the constraints using the big-M formulation method by introducing a new binary decision vector z as
where M is a value large enough to make the corresponding constraint hold for any allowable value of x k . This requires the point x k to lie outside of at least one half-space defining the polyhedron, which is both necessary and sufficient for the point x k to lie outside of the polyhedron.
III. CONTROLLER SYNTHESIS Problem 2. Given an MLD system of the form (1), initial state x 0 ∈ X , trajectory length N , correct system behavior defined in terms of an MTL specification φ, a desired robustness measure ρ d φ and a performance objective J, find arg min
We propose a heuristic approach given in Algorithm 1 to solve the controller synthesis problem. The basic idea is to run the MILP first with only the system dynamic constraints (i.e. without MTL constraints). This formulation only contains boolean variables associated with the system dynamics in (1) . If the MTL constraints are already satisfied, then we are done. Otherwise, we find the point that in some sense corresponds to the largest violation of the specification, and require this point to satisfy the corresponding predicate, and repeat. If the point is required to lie inside the polyhedron, then only the linear constraints (2) need to be added. If the point is required to lie outside of the polyhedron, then the f binary variables z and the linear constraints (3) need to be added.
The motivating idea behind this approach is that we do not require to put the constraints given by (2)-(3) at every time points of the trajectory; constraining only a few critical time points will result in the whole system trajectory to satisfy the MTL specifications in most cases. For instance (see Fig. 2 
. Since this resulting trajectory is still infeasible as found in Step 7, we repeat the process once again by adding constraints corresponding to the time t 1 . After resolving the newer MILP, assume we obtain the trajectory x(u k 1 ), which turned out to be a feasible trajectory and hence the Algorithm 1 terminates. Note that we only added constraints for two time instances and do not need to introduce the additional binary variables associated with the trajectory point at time t 2 . The goal is to reduce the computation time by iteratively solving much smaller MILPs, rather than the one large MILP.
However, iteratively adding critical constraints to the MILP problem in this way will result in an additional overhead in terms of encoding the MILP problem each time a new constraint is added. To circumvent this issue, we introduce a new scalar binary parameter σ (i,j) for each predicate i and each time index j and modify the linear constraints given in (2) and (3) for safe and unsafe predicates respectively as
Note that if σ (·,k) = 0, then the constraint is trivially satisfied and hence relaxed. Only when σ (·,k) = 1 the constraint is required to hold. Using this modification, we encode the linear constraints for all the predicates at all the time indices k = {0, 1, · · · , N } based on whether the predicate is safe and unsafe right at the beginning. We also set all {σ (i,j) } to zero. Afterwards, as we proceed through the steps of Algorithm 1, we set one of {σ (i,j) } to 1 corresponding to the critical predicate and the critical time for that iteration. In this way, we add the new constraints to the MILP problem iteratively without having to encode the problem at each step. In general, this method is not guaranteed to find a feasible solution if one exists, and is not guaranteed to return the For our numerical examples, presented in Section V we consider the performance criteria
to minimize the control effort, where diag(R) is a diagonal matrix consisting of the elements of the non-negative weighting row-vector R.
The trajectory length N depends on the bound of a bounded-time temporal specification (does not contain any unbounded operator), which is computed to be the "maximum over the sums of all nested upper bounds on temporal operators" [12] .
IV. REACTIVE CONTROLLER SYNTHESIS
In this section, we present a receding horizon controller (RHC) framework to make the MILP controller presented in Section III, reactive to dynamically changing predicate sets. At each step i = {1, 2, · · · , N } of the RHC computation, we keep track of the system trajectory for time indices {0, 1, · · · , (i − 1)} and search for a system trajectory of length (N − i + 1), starting from the initial condition x i−1 , such that the combined system trajectory satisfies the given MTL specification with the desired robustness measure. While computing for the system trajectory at step 6 of the Algorithm 2, we use the open loop controller presented in the Algorithm 1, with one slight modification: searching for the critical time and critical predicate is based on the combined system trajectory {x 0 , · · · , x i−2 , x i−1 ,x i , · · · ,x N −i+1 }. Also since, each predicate set can be defined uniquely in terms of the (A, b) pair, the MILP controller takes the (A, b) pair as arguments, instead of constant matrices, to account for any predicate sets that might change through the execution of the whole control plan.
As the end goal of this work is real-time controller synthesis, ideally it is desired that the steps 3 to 8 of the Algorithm 2 be executed within the time-step of the system Set past system trajectory: {x 0 , · · · , x i−1 }.
5:
Compute the (A, b) pair defining the predicate sets. 6: Obtain new system trajectory by running Algorithm 1 for trajectory length (N −i+1):
Set initial condition for the next iteration to be:x i . 8: end for dynamics, such that at each time-step the system has a control input signal to execute. However, this is usually not the case in the experiments we have performed.
Step 6 is the rate limiting step of the process, since it involves iteratively solving an MILP problem if the predicate sets are dynamically changing and the upper bound to the number of iterations required to find a feasible system trajectory is O(N · |p|), where |p| is the number of predicate sets in the MTL specification, in the worst-case scenario. But the incremental nature of Algorithm 1 allows us to execute the steps 3 to 8 only for the duration of the time-step of the system dynamics. As a result, instead of waiting for a feasible trajectory to be found in a single iteration (time for which may exceed the time-step), the controller iteratively finds a system trajectory that approaches towards a feasible one and allowing the Algorithm 2 to essentially run in real-time.
V. EXAMPLES

A. Numerical Example
For numerical simulations, we consider two different MTL specifications for motion planning of a mobile robot with unicycle dynamics, and compare our results by running the same examples with the BluSTL 1 toolbox developed using the ideas in [12] , [15] . All the simulations were performed on a computer with a 3.4 GHz Intel core i7 processor with 16 GB of memory using Gurobi 2 solver through YALMIP [26] .
We first consider a simple reach-avoid scenario (see Fig.  3 ), where the system has to avoid an unsafe area in its workspace at all times and reach the goal area and stay there from 8.5 to 10 seconds. These requirements can be represented using MTL specifications as,
For the second example we consider both the eventually and globally operator in a nested fashion to show that our approach can handle complex task specifications as well. In this scenario the requirement is still to avoid the unsafe region always and to eventually reach the goal region sometime within 5.5 to 7.5 seconds and stay there for 1.5 seconds. Formally, the specification is φ 2 = ( ¬p Unsafe ) ∧ ♦ [5.5,7.5] [0, 1.5] p Goal .
In order to implement our approach we first feedback linearize the unicycle dynamics to obtain double integrator dynamics in X and Y directions, governing the evolution of the position of the mobile robot. We then discretize the continuous system dynamics with a 0.5 second sample time, resulting in a trajectory length of N = 20 for the cases considered here. The workspace is same as before.
As expected, based on Theorem 3, both BluSTL and our approach produce the same optimal path for the specification φ 1 as shown in Fig. 3 . However, for the task specification φ 2 , because of the presence of the eventually operator in the specification BluSTL provides a more optimal path than our approach, even though both the solutions satisfy the specification φ 2 with the desired robustness as shown in Fig. 4 . In Table I , we present the results obtained for the path planning problems in 'mean ± standard deviation' format obtained over 10 independent runs of the same problem. YALMIP Time represents the time taken to encode the controller and Open Loop Time and RHC Time are the times required to generate the feasible path in the open loop fashion and by using the receding horizon controller approach respectively. The timing results clearly shows that our approach is much faster in obtaining the solution trajectory as compared to BluSTL, specifically in the case of the more complex specification φ 2 . As our end goal is to implement this controller synthesis procedure in a practical situation, being able to plan the path in a short amount of time is of a great importance.
B. Practical Example
Experimentally, we determine the efficacy of our MILP approach for reactive controller synthesis using a m3pi robot with a differential drive system dynamics. We again utilize the feedback linearizability property of the system dynamics by considering the position of the robot as the system output.
We use an overhead webcam to obtain images of the environment, which are then processed to determine the locations of the predicates. The OptiTrack system 3 is used to track the position of the m3pi robot accurately. A video of three different experiments, as well as an user-interactive example are uploaded here 4 . Here, we present a simulated version of one of the practical experiments in Fig. 5 . The desired task specification is again a reach-avoid criteria
where Unsafe 1 is a previously known unsafe region in the workspace of the robot as shown in Fig. 5a . We assume that the workspace is changing dynamically such that as the robot is navigating through the workspace towards the goal region, it might come across another unsafe region all of a sudden. With this knowledge we encode our MILP controller with one safe predicate and two unsafe predicates as detailed in Section III. Since, we pass the (A, b) pair defining any predicate as parameters to the MILP controller we do not need to know the exact location of the Unsafe 2 at the beginning of the path planning problem. When the system becomes aware of the new unsafe region it updates the corresponding (A, b) pair values and solves for a new feasible trajectory from its current position using Algorithm 2. As shown in Fig. 5 , a previously unknown unsafe area pops up at 7 seconds and as can be seen from Fig. 5c -Fig.  5d the robot finds a feasible trajectory in 3 time-steps, due to the reason that we limit the duration of steps 3 to 8 of the Algorithm 2 to time-step of 0.5 seconds. VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK In this paper, we consider the problem of optimizing the inputs to an MLD system such that it satisfies an MTL specification. We do this by finding the trajectory points that most violate the specification, constraining them to satisfy the corresponding predicate, and resolving the resulting MILP optimization problem. Although this problem can be fully formalized as an MILP optimization problem and solved directly, this introduces a number of binary variables and constraints that are linear in the length of the trajectory and size of the MTL specification. Our approach iteratively adds constraints, and require solving MILPs multiple times rather than once but can yield a low-cost feasible solution much faster by considering the smaller MILPs, instead of one large MILP. We show the efficacy and reactiveness of the proposed approach by implementing the controller in real-time on a m3pi robot in a dynamically changing environment. Future work involves exploring heuristic approaches so as to use a linear combination of the time-points at which the MTL specification is violated to add the constraint, rather than just using the critical time-points.
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